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THIRD LEARNING UNIT 

 

 

Third 
Learning Unit 

 

 

Fort he Self Taught Student 

 

(Listuguj Letters) 
 

 

`Gjiga'qaquj aq witapa ewi'gmi'tip 1996eg. 

 

2014eg ilugwitas`g`p. 

 

Listugujg, Gespe'gewa'gi © 

 

Gisiululgwen ta’n eimn.  

Kisi-hpwəli-kiseht.  

Là où tu es semé, tu dois fleurir. 

Grow where you are planted. 

 

 

We want to help you to read and write `Nnui'suti. 
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THIRD LEARNING UNIT 

 

 

 

Greeting 

 

I want to tell you: 

 

1 how you will say five letters, 

2 how you will hear it is the same letters when they 

sit in syllables, 

3 how you will speak of it is the same letters and 

4 how you will write them it is the same letters. 

The letters I talk about are J, L, M, O and Q 

Ni’n 

         J 

      L 

      M 

            O 

        Q 

    Gi’l  
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Again let’s study letters!  

 

Six consonants 

N 

 

nipi 

 
 

P 

 

pugsugl 

 

 

S sisip  

G gopit 
 

T tia'm  

W wasueg 
 

 

Four vowels 

 

I iga'tu 
 

U ula 
 

A amu 
 

E epit (sisguigtug.) 
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Can you read this page? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ula na sipu. 

Wantaqteg na'te'l. 

Ne'wijig sisipg eimu'tijig sitmug. 

Tapusijig nepajig. 

Nesisijig epultijig. 

Newte'jit gaqamit. 

Sisipg na apji'jgmujg. 
 

If you can’t read it, continue studying. 
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Na gnugwatign J 
    J 

       E 

   T 

   W 

   A 

    N        G 

     P      U 

  S Gi’l  I 

 

 

1 

 

2    ji'nm 

3    j 

4    ji'·nm 

5    ji'nm 

6    ji'·nm 

7    j 
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Read what is written below and you will know what you should say or what you 

should do. 

Each number is sitting near an arrow it is page ten 

Look at where each arrow is pointing. 

 

1. The first arrow is pointing to a picture. This picture is a man. Say ji'nm! 

2. The second arrow is pointing to a word. This is the word ji'nm. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow is pointing to a letter. This is the letter you say like thus you say the 

second syllable located in the word gujmug (outside) [gu·j`·mug]. J` it is a syllable 

when it is located it is the word gujmug. Say J! 

4. The fourth arrow is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first syllable how 

when you hear it is the word ji’nm? 

5. The fifth one is pointing to a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first one how when you 

hear the word ji'nm? 

7. The seventh one is pointing to a letter. What is this letter named? 

 

The people from Gespe’g and those from Fog Land write the letter J when they hear 

the first letter in the word ji'nm but the Elders write the letter T and the letter J. 
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Na gnugwatign L 
    L 

       J 

   E 

   T 

    N   W 

    P        A 

     S      G 

  I Gi’l  U 

 

1 

 

2    lentug 

3    l 

4    len·tug 

5    lentug 

6    len·tug 

7    l 
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Read what is written below and you will know what you should say or you should do. 

Each number sits near an arrow it is on page twelve. 

Look at where each arrow is pointing. 

 

1. The first arrow is pointing to a picture. This picture is a deer. Say lentug! 

2. The second arrow is pointing to a word. This is the word lentug. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow is pointing to a letter. It is named like thus you say the first syllable 

in the word `lpa, (really, truly) [`l’·pa]. `L is a syllable when it is located in the word 

`lpa. Say L! 

4. The fourth arrow is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you 

hear the word lentug? 

5. The fifth one is pointing to a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first syllable when you 

hear the word lentug? 

7. The seventh one is pointing to a letter. What is this letter named? 

 

The First Nation people write the letter L when they hear the first letter in the word 

lentug. 
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Na gnugwatign M 
    M 

       L 

   J 

    N   E 

    P   T 

    S        W 

     I      A 

  U Gi’l  G 

 

1 

 

2    mui'n 

3    m 

4    mu·i'n 

5    mui'n 

6    mu·i'n 

7    m 
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Read what is written below and you will know what you should say or you should do. 

Each number sits near an arrow on page fourteen. 

 Look at where each arrow is pointing. 

1. The first arrow is pointing to a picture. This picture is a bear. Say mui’n! 

2. The second arrow is pointing to a word. This is the word mui’n. Read this word! 

3. The third arrow is pointing to a letter. It is named like thus you say the first syllable 

in the word `ms`t, (all) [ m̀·s`t]. `M it is a syllable when it is located in the word `ms`t. 

Say M! 

4. The fourth arrow is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you 

hear the word mui’n? 

5. The fifth one is pointing to a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth one is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear 

the word mui’n? 

7. The seventh one is pointing to a letter. What is this letter named? 

 

The First Nation people write the letter M when they hear the first letter in the word 

mui’n. 
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Na gnugwatign O 
    O 

       M 

    N   L 

    P   J 

    S   E 

    I        T 

     U      W 

  G Gi’l  A 

 

1 

 

 

2   oqonitpa'q  oqwatnug 

 

3   o 

 

4   o·qo·nit·pa'q o·qwa·t·nug 
 

5   oqonitpa'q  oqwatnug 

 

6   o·qo·nit·pa'q o·qwa·t·nug 
 

7   o 
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Read what is written below and you will know what you should say or you should do. 

Each number sits near an arrow it is on page sixteen. 

 Look at where each arrow is pointing. 

 

1. The first one is pointing to two pictures. One it is when it is dark. Say oqonitpa’q! 

The other it is when in the north. Say oqwatnug! 

2. The second one is pointing to words. These words are “it is dark” and “in the 

north.” Can you read these words? 

3. The third one is pointing to a letter. This letter is named like thus you say the first 

syllable in the word oqwatnug, (in the north). Say O! 

4. The fourth one is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you 

hear the word oqonitpa’q? How do you hear the first one when you hear the word 

oqwatnug? 

5. The fifth one is pointing to words. Can you read these words? 

6. The sixth one is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you hear 

the word oqwatnug? 

7. The seventh one is pointing to a letter. Remember this letter is called like how it is 

pronounced. How is this letter named? 

 

The people from the Gespe’g and the people from Fog Land write the letter O when 

they hear the first letter in the word oqwatnug but the Elders write it Ô. 
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Teltluen na gnugwatign T  

 

 

tia'm 

__ia'm 
 

 

 

  iga'toq 

  iga'__oq 
 

 

 

gopit 

gopi__ 

gopi__al 
 

 

 

oqwatnug 

oqwa__nug 
 

 

lentug 

len__ug 
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How you say the letter T. 

 

Look at the pictures on page eighteen! 

Read the words! 

 

The first letter in the word tia'm you do not say it like you say the letter T in the word 

gopit. 

The last letter in the word gopit you do not say it like you say the letter T in the word 

iga'toq or gopital. 

The letter T, when it sits in the word lentug, you do not say it like you say T when it is 

in the word iga’toq or oqwatnug. 

Where it sits the same letter is controlled how it is pronounced. 

 

Each T you say differently when you say the words that are written below but you 

write them the same. Read these words and you will know that it is true. 

 gopit (beaver)       gopitaq (some beaver) 

 gopit (beaver)       gopital (a beaver acted upon) 

 tege'g (it is cold)      `tge'tew (it will be cold) 

 tege'g (it is cold)      wesamitge'g (it is overly cold) 

 

Remember it! Where the same letter sits it is controlled how you say it. 

The letter T you say differently when it is sitting in different positions in First Nation 

words but you write it the same. 

The same letter you use to write each letter that is missing on page eighteen. 

Now read each word and write each letter that is missing! 
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Na gnugwatign Q 
    Q 

     N      O 

   P   M 

   S   L 

   I   J 

    U        E 

     G      T 

  A Gi’l  W 

 

 

1 

 

 

2    qalipu 

3    q 

4    qa·li·pu 

5    qalipu 

6    qa·li·pu 

7    q 
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Read what is written below and you will know what you should say or should do. 

Each number sits near an arrow on page twenty. 

Look how each arrow is pointing. 

 

1. The first arrow is pointing to a picture. This picture is a caribou. Say qalipu! 

2. The second arrow is pointing to a word. This is the word qalipu. Read this word! 

3 The third arrow is pointing to a letter. This is the letter Q. It is named like you say q 

that is in the word teliaqal [te·li·a·qal] or the word [g`·lu·su·a·qan]. Q is the first letter in 

the last syllable that you say. Say Q! 

4. The fourth arrow is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you 

hear the word qalipu? 

5. The fifth arrow is pointing to a word. Can you read this word? 

6. The sixth arrow is pointing to syllables. How do you hear the first one when you 

hear the word qalipu? 

7. The seventh arrow is going to a letter. What is this letter named? 

 

The people from Quebec and from Fog Land write the letter Q when they hear the 

first letter in the word qalipu but the Elders write G. 
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App gina’masultinej! 

 

Gnugwatign = Mawiapje'jgl teluemgl  = Glusuaqann 

1 j ji'·nm    ji'nm 

__  _i' ___   __i' n___ 

2 l len·tug   lentug 

__ ___ ___   _____ 

3 m mu·i'n   mui'n 

__ __ i'__   ___ i'__ 

4 q qa·li·pu   qalipu 

__ __ __ __   _______ 

5 o o·qwa·t·nug oqwatnug 

__ __ ___ t___ _______ 
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Again let's study! 

Look at page twenty-two!  

 

Letters 

How do you name the first letter when it is under Gnugwatign? 

How do you name the second letter?  

How do you name the third letter? 

How do you name the fourth letter? 

How do you name the fifth letter? 

Under each letter write the same letter! 

 

Syllables 

How do you hear the first syllable in the word ji’nm? 

How do you hear the first syllable in the word lentug? 

How do you hear the last syllable in the word lentug? 

How do you hear the first syllable in the word mui’n? 

How do you hear the first syllable in the word qalipu? 

How do you hear the last syllable in the word qalipu? 

How do you hear the second syllable in the word qalipu? 

How do you hear the last syllable in the word oqwatnug? 

Under each word write the same syllable or letter! 

 

Words 

Can you read the words written under Glusuaqann? 

Under each word the same word it is located. 

Write each letter when you hear those words! 
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Read this!  

1   Lentug lietew iga'taqanigtug ta'n tujiw 

oqonitpa'q. 

2  Amu mu alaqsinug ta'n tujiw 

oqonitpa'q. 

3  Lentug welapit ta'n tujiw oqonitpa'q 

gatu amu mu welapigw ta'n tujiw 

oqonitpa'q. 
 

4 Lola aq ugte'piteml giwnaqa eigig 

wiguowaq ta'n tujiw oqonitpa'q. 

5 Jijuaqa witapua emittugwala'tiji aq 

agnutma'tijig nat goqwei. 

6 gopit   qospem 

7 gajuewj   qalipu 
 

Some words are new but you know the letters.  
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Read this! 

1  Mui'n wigit nipugtug. 

2  Tia'm wigit nipugtug. 

3  Lentug aq tia'm wigijig nipugtug. 

4  Gopit wigit gmetug sipu aq qospem. 

5  Qalipu wigit paqtaqamigtug. 

6  Amu wigit iga'taqanigtug. 
 

7  Na ji'nm teluisit Lola wigit Listugujg. 

8  Pugwelgig mimajuinu'g wigultijig 

Listugujg. 
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Write the letters that are not in the words! 

 

 

 

__i' n__ 
 

 

__ ga' __a__a__  
 

 

 

 

____ i'__ 

 

 

____ ____ ewj 
 

 

 

 

 

______ ______ 
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Write the letters that are not in the words! 

 

 

 

____ ______ 
 

 

____ ____ ____ 

 

 

 

____ ______ 

 

 

 

____ ____ ____ 

 

 

 

a ____ 

__ l__q s____g 
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Can you read what is written on this page? 

 

ni'n 

teluisi 

Teluisi ______________________. 

______________________________________________ 

gi'l 

taluisin? 

teluisin 

Taluisin?  

Teluisi ______________________. 
_______________________________________________ 

 

negm 

taluisit? 

teluisit 

   Teluisit ______________________. 
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Can you read what is written on this page? 

ninen 

teluisieg 

Teluisieg_________.  
________________________________________ 

gilew 

teluisioq 

Taluisioq? 
________________________________________ 

negmow 

teluisijig 

Teluisijig_________. 

_______________________________________ 

ginu 

teluisi’gw 
 

Teluisi’gw_________. 
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Can you read what is written on this page? 

ninen 

teluisultieg 

Teluisultieg ________. 

________________________________________

_ 

gilew 

teluisultioq 

Teluisultioq ________. 
________________________________________ 

negmow 

teluisultijig 

Teluisultijig ________. 

_______________________________________ 

   ginu 

  teluisulti’gw 
 

                                      Teluisulti’gw ________. 
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Again lets read words! 

1 a a·g`·nu·t`·ma'·ti·jig  agnutma'tijig 

2  a·laq·sing   alaqsing 

3 e e·mit·tu·gwa·la·ji  emittugwalaji 

4 g ga·tu    gatu 

5  giw·na·qa   giwnaqa 

6  g`·me·tug   gmetug  

7  go·pi·tal   gopital 

8 i i·ga'·ta·qa·nig·tug  iga'taqanigtug  

9 j ji·ju·a·qa   jijuaqa  

10  ji'·n`m    ji'nm 

11 l len·tug    lentug 

12  li·e·tew    lietew 

13  Lis·tu·gujg   Listugujg 

14  Lo·la    Lola 

15 m mi·ma·ju·i·nu'g   mimajuinu'g  

16  mu e·laq·si·nug  mu elaqsinug 

17  mu·i'n    mui'n 

18  mu we·la·pigw   mu welapigw 

19 o o·qo·nit·pa'q   oqonitpa'q 

20 p paq·ta·qa·mig·tug  paqtaqamigtug 

21  pu·gwel·gig   pugwelgig 

22 q qa·li·pu    qalipu 

23  qos·pemg   qospemg 

24 t te·lu·i·sit   teluisit  

25  tu·jiw    tujiw 

26 w we·la·pit   welapit  

27  wi·gi·jig   wigijig 

28  wi·gu·aq   wiguaq 

29  wi·gul·ti·jig   wigultijig  

30  wi·ta·pa   witapa 

 


